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ABSTRACT In this paper, the optimal designing of passive power filter (PPF) is formulated as a

multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem under several constraints of system’s performance indices (PIs)

such as individual as well as total harmonic distortion (THD) in the line current and the point of common

coupling’s (PCC) voltage, distribution line’s ampacity under harmonic currents overloading, steady-state

voltage profile, load power factor (PF) and a few associated with the filter itself. The optimal design

parameters of a third-order damped filter are simultaneously determined for achieving maximum PF at

the PCC while keeping system’s other indices such as total demand distortion (TDD) in the line current,

total voltage harmonic distortion (TVHD) at the PCC and total filter cost (FC) incurred at a minimum

by obtaining a best-compromised solution using the newly proposed multi-objective Pareto-based firefly

algorithm (pb-MOFA). A novel MOO approach inspired by the modified firefly algorithm and Pareto front

is established in order to deal with PPF design problems. The extension ofMOFA is considered for producing

the Pareto optimal front and various conclusions are drawn by analysing the trade-offs among the objectives.

The efficiency and accuracy of the proposed pb-MOFA, in solving the concernedMOO problem, is validated

by comparing an obtained solution and three computed PIs viz. convergence metric (CM), generational

distance (GD) and diversitymetric (DM)with those obtained from popular multi-objective Pareto-based PSO

(pb-MOPSO), non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) and recently introduced multi-objective

slime mould algorithm (MOSMA). The need for true Pareto front (TPF) is served by the one obtained by

Monte Carlo method. At last, the impacts of different background voltage distortion (BVD) levels and load-

side’s nonlinearity levels (NLLs) on filter performance are analysed.

INDEX TERMS Background distortion, firefly algorithm, harmonic compensation, harmonic distortion,

multi-objective optimization, passive power filters.

ABBREVIATIONS

PPF Passive Power Filter

MOO Multi-Objective Optimization

PIs Performance Indices

THD Total Harmonic Distortion
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PCC Point of Common Coupling

PF Power Factor

TDD Total Demand Distortion

TVHD Total Voltage Harmonic Distortion

FC Filter Cost

pb-MOFA Multi-Objective Pareto-Based Firefly

Algorithm
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CM Convergence Metric

GD Generational Distance

DM Diversity Metric

NSGA non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm

MOSMA multi-objective slime mould algorithm

TPF True Pareto Front

BVD Background Voltage Distortion

NLLs Load-Side’s Nonlinearity Levels

DNs Distribution Networks

DNOs Distribution Network Operators

RES Renewable Energy Source

HC-HC Harmonic-Constrained Hosting Capacity

APFs Active Power Filters

HPFs Hybrid Power Filters

VA Voltage-Ampere

OFs Objective Functions

HDF Harmonic De-rating Factor

DHPF Decoupled Harmonic Power Flow

ST Single-Tuned

IC Investment Cost

OC Operating Cost

IHDV Individual Order Harmonic Distortion in

Voltage

IHDC Individual Order Harmonic Distortion in

Current

LIST OF SYMBOLS

V̄S (1) Fundamental frequency component of

voltage at the utility grid

V̄S (h) The hth order harmonic component of

voltage at the utility grid

A (h) A coefficient corresponding to background

voltage

Z̄L (h) Impedance offered by transmission line at hth

order harmonic frequency

RL (1) The resistance of the transmission line at the

fundamental frequency

XL (1) The reactance of the transmission line at hth

order harmonic frequency

RL (h) The resistance of the transmission line at hth

order harmonic frequency

XL (h) The reactance of the transmission line at hth

order harmonic frequency

PL The active power consumption of the linear

load

QL The reactive power consumption of the linear

load

R′
L (h) The representative branch resistance of linear

load at hth order harmonic frequency

X ′
L (h) The representative branch reactance of linear

load at hth order harmonic frequency

V̄L (1) The fundamental frequency component of

voltage at the PCC

V̄L (h) The hth order harmonic component of

voltage at the PCC

Y ′
L (h) The representative admittance of linear

load at hth order harmonic frequency

PNL The active power consumption of the

nonlinear load

QNL The reactive power consumption of the

nonlinear load

Ī ′NL (1) The fundamental frequency component of

current injected by the nonlinear load

Ī ′NL (h) The hth order harmonic component of

current injected by the nonlinear load

C (h) A coefficient corresponding to the

nonlinear load

Sd The fundamental apparent power of DG

unit

ĪD (1) The fundamental frequency component of

current injected by DG unit

ĪD (h) The hth order harmonic component of

current injected by DG unit

B (h) A coefficient corresponding to DG unit

Kn The coefficient of nonlinearity level

ω1 The fundamental frequency

Rf Filter resistance

Lf Filter inductance

C1, C2 Filter capacitances

Z̄f (h) The equivalent net impedance of the filter

circuit at hth order harmonic frequency

ĪL (h) The hth order harmonic component of

the line current

Īf (h) The hth order harmonic component of

the filter current

Pd The total active power injection by the

DG system

Pf The fundamental power loss incurred in

the filter

Qf The fundamental reactive power support

capacity of the filter

K1 to K5 The cost weighting coefficients

OF1 to OF4 Objective functions

β Distinctive attractiveness

β0 Maximum attractiveness value

γ Absorption coefficient

I Light intensity of firefly

x ti The position of a firefly at a specified

time step t

rand A random number between 0 and 1

gt∗ The current best solution

wk A random number generated in each

iteration

9 (x) A combinatorial objective function

αt Randomness parameter

α0 Initial random parameter

I. INTRODUCTION

It goes without saying that modern distribution net-

works (DNs) bear with high harmonic distortions owing to

the amplified application of power electronics-based nonlin-

ear load equipment and similar kind of practices are being
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followed at each of the distribution power system buses,

therefore, the idea of the linear distribution network is no

longer a practical one. The high nonlinearity of loads through-

out the DNs has led to a considerable distortion in all bus volt-

ages and feeder currents due to aggregation of distortions of

each bus with that of its background buses [1]. Additionally,

under the presence of distributed generations the scenario

in terms of harmonic distortions gets further exacerbated

because of harmonic currents injected byDG units. Harmonic

distortions are undeniably harmful to the DNs and the same

fact is vindicated by life lessening of cables by harmonic de-

rating, excessive transmission power loss, malfunctioning of

consumer equipment and industrial drives and last but not

the least communication interference [2], [3]. The standard

indices, employed for quantifying total as well as individual

order harmonic distortions in both PCC’s voltage as well

as line’s current, must strictly follow IEEE Std. 519 and

1547 with as well as without the presence of DERs [4]–[6].

Moreover, even after being realistic for numerous applica-

tions, the required penetration potential of renewable energy

has not been met yet crucially owing to the deteriorated har-

monic performance of modern distribution networks (DNs)

as well as several power quality issues associated with the

DG units itself. Though the distribution network operators

(DNOs) have negligible regulation over the location as well

as renewable energy source (RES) type engaged in DG unit

which is independently decided by DG owners yet the pen-

etration level of renewable energy or technically speaking

i.e. the size of DG unit is permitted to be extended only up

to an extent where the system’s harmonic distortion violates

the associated international standard limit [7]. The penetra-

tion level of renewable energy at which any of the system’s

harmonic constraints starts getting violated is known as the

harmonic-constrained hosting capacity (HC-HC) of the sys-

tem [8], [9]. The poor harmonic performance of a distribution

system also points out towards its poor capacity of hosting

renewable energy.

A. MOTIVATION AND INCITEMENT

Among the abundant of way out and power conditioning

devices that enhance the quality of power and alleviate har-

monics passive power filters are most broadly employed

in distribution power systems in order to compensate har-

monic currents. Apart from the harmonic mitigation, PPFs

offer reactive power support, which can improve the sys-

tem power factor and thereby leading to reduce reactive

power loss and enhanced voltage profile at the PCC [10].

At large, there exist three categories of power filters namely

passive power filters [11], [12], active power filters (APFs)

[13]–[15], and hybrid power filters (HPFs) [16]. Out of

them, PPFs have been employed rather frequently than the

other categories owing to their economic benefits, simplicity,

stress-free surveillance and maintenance, and high reliabil-

ity [17]. In its comprehensive prospect, PPFs are categorized

based on the scheme of interconnection at PCC i.e. either

into the series or shunt. Shunt PPFs are yet rather used for

harmonics compensation than the series type PPFs due to

the substantial fundamental power loss and voltage drop of

series type PPFs, alongwith their relatively large fundamental

voltage-ampere (VA) rating. Furthermore, shunt type PPFs

are adept of supporting voltage and provide reactive power

compensation at the fundamental frequency [18], [19].

Further, shunt type PPFs are categorized on the basis of

their operation, into tuned and damped filters. Tuned filters

are filters that are premeditated to mitigate harmonics by

offering a low impedance path at one, two, or even three

tuning harmonic frequencies, known as single-tuned, double-

tuned, and triple-tuned (less common) filters, individually.

Alternatively, tuned type PPFs labor under several downsides

including parameter deviations that may happen owing to

frequency deviation, manufacture filter tolerance, and tem-

perature alteration. Also, the filtering performance is sus-

ceptible to the source resistance which may fluctuate and

therefore leads to resonance occurrence between the filter

and system [20], [21]. Oppositely, damped PPFs likewise

the first-order, second-order, third-order, C-type, damped

double-tuned, and band-pass filters, are high-pass filters that

deliver a low impedance path to a wide range of harmonic

frequencies. In distinction to the tuned PPFs, damped PPFs

are less profound to deviations that may happen because of

frequency deviation, manufacture tolerance, and temperature

change. Similarly, damped PPFs can dampen the harmonic

amplification which may take place through the resonance

between the filter and the system.

B. LITERATURE REVIEW

In designing process of PPFs of any type, the researchers deal

with the determination of the types, total numbers, values

of the components and location in the concerned DN while

setting some certain objectives such harmonic mitigation,

reactive power compensation, voltage profile improvement

etc. [12], [22], [23]. The designing of PPFs is a perplexing

task owing to a great number of conflicting objectives in

addition to a large number of nonlinear constraints being

involved in the optimization process and also the optimal

design on a PPF can’t be obtained relying on the trial-and-

errormeasures involved in the traditional methodologies [24].

In recent times, the expansion in nature-inspired metaheuris-

tic optimization algorithms has given rise to new methods for

designing the PPFs. Well prevalent PSO based algorithm has

been developed in [25] for searching an optimal solution of

planning of PPFs. Two objectives namely harmonic reduction

and cost minimization are considered in the optimization

process by amalgamating the two into a single one by the

weighted sum method. Authors, in [26], proposed a PSO

based approach with nonlinear time-varying evolution cen-

tered on a neural network where parameters are governed

by employing a sequential neural network guesstimate. Nev-

ertheless, PSO has comparatively fast convergence rate but

again the overall fitness function is the linear weighted sum

of all sub-OFs for formulating them into a single one. The

renowned genetic algorithm (GA) is used in [27] for optimal
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designing of PPF, though high computational burden and

low convergence rate are two major shortcomings of GA.

In [28], the usage of FORTRAN feasible sequential quadratic

programming is revealed to obtain the optimal sizing of

parameters of C-type PPFs for reducing the total voltage har-

monic distortion of nonlinear loads, where retaining a spec-

ified PF at a particular range is anticipated. In [28] passive

harmonic filters are designed for maximization of the loading

capability of the transformers under non–sinusoidal environ-

ments. Moreover, for solving single-objective PPF optimiza-

tion problem deterministic optimization methodologies such

as deterministic sequential programming [29] and the golden

section search method [30] are also applied in the litera-

ture. For the multi-objective approach, heuristic techniques,

such as the hybrid differential evolution algorithm [31] and

simulated annealing [32], are the utmost extensively applied

methodology for finding the optimal parameters of filter.

C. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The abovementioned literature publications have made a

substantial contribution to the problem of the optimal PPF

design, alongwith illuminating several aspects of this subject.

But still, the significant research gap is needed to be taken

care of while designing any PPF for enhancing the PQ perfor-

mance of a distribution system and motivates the authors to

extend research contribution in the direction of passive power

filter designing.

Plenty of algorithms undertook the optimal PPFs design

as a single-objective optimization problem by formulating a

combinatorial fitness function, by the linear weighted sum

of all sub-objective functions, or attempted to transform a

multi-objective problem into a single-objective one by allow-

ing two or more objective functions (OFs) as ‘‘acceptable

level’’ constraints [25]. Though, that practice usually results

in an imbalance among the OFs and therefore get trapped

in the local optimum. For dealing with such multi-objective

problems it is always better to consider Pareto optimality and

a set of feasible solutions called Pareto optimal set also called

non-dominated solutions. By applying the concept of Pareto

optimality, not only one but numerous solutions are acquired,

which can assist a designer with a number of preferences to

select a rather appropriate result. Besides that, most of the

articles reported have assumed that the source voltage at the

point of common coupling with the non-linear load is purely

sinusoidal (i.e., free of harmonics) [25], [32]–[36]. For that

reason, a further meticulous and organized exploration of this

subject is desirable also if various BVD and NLL variations

are envisioned to be taken into consideration.

D. CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

This paper formulates the optimal designing of PPF as

a multi-objective optimization problem under several con-

straints of system’s performance indices such as total demand

distortion, total voltage harmonic distortion, load power fac-

tor, harmonic de-rating factor (HDF), individual order har-

monic distortion in current and voltage, steady-state voltage

profile and quite a few related with the filter itself. The opti-

mization problem is formulated as simultaneously determin-

ing the accurate design parameters of a third-order damped

filter at which PF at the PCC is maximum while system’s

other indices such as TDD, TVHD and total FC incurred

are minimum by obtaining a best-compromised solution for

the system. Incorporating the multiple objectives in filter

designing problem can yield a rather win-win situation for

the DN since a single compensating PPF offers multiple

benefits. The multi-objective optimization problem of opti-

mal PPF design has been dealt with by a newly proposed

MOO approach inspired by the modified firefly algorithm

and Pareto front. The extension of MOFA is considered for

producing the Pareto optimal front and trade-offs among the

objectives are analysed by plotting the same on different

2-axis planes. The efficiency and accuracy of the proposed

pb-MOFA, in solving the concerned MOO problem, is vali-

dated by comparing an obtained solution and three computed

PIs viz. convergence metric, generational distance and diver-

sity metric with those obtained from popular multi-objective

Pareto-based PSO [37], [38], non-dominated sorting genetic

algorithm [39] and recently introduced multi-objective slime

mould algorithm [40]. The Pareto front obtained from Monte

Carlo method is nearly considered as the true Pareto front.

The selection of the third-order damped filter is vindicated by

its efficient performance due to reduced fundamental power

losses [41], [42]. The system considered is a harmonically

contaminated two bus distribution system while the same

methodology can be applied to any distribution system with

any number of buses. Initially, the studied base system is

considered polluted with background nonlinearity, BVD =
4.25% and NLL = 40% and its performance enhancement is

performed by the proposed approach. Thereafter, the impacts

of different background voltage distortion levels, owing to

nonlinearities present in the background, and different load-

side’s nonlinearity levels on filter performance are analysed.

E. PAPER ORGANIZATION

The remaining share of the article is arranged in the following

fashion: After the introduction portion, the original research

problem is formulated in section 2. Section 2 gives details

on the system taken into consideration in the present study,

mathematical modelling of the several components, power

flow calculations. Formulation of the optimization problem

with the comprehensive details on objective functions, asso-

ciated constraints as well as algorithm applied is covered

in a subsection of section 2 only. Section 3, firstly declares

all the required numerical data of the system to be studied.

Secondly, the filter is designed by the proposed methodol-

ogy for meeting the required multi-objectives in the system.

Section 4 infers the paper and recommends the directions for

future research followed by the references listed in the end.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The system taken into consideration for demonstration of the

proposed approach is basically a typical two bus distribution
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FIGURE 1. The configuration of the system under study.

system as depicted in figure 1 and has also been reported in

many studies especially those focused on filter size optimiza-

tion [19], [42], [43]. The load configuration is a hybrid type

that is a combination of linear and nonlinear load which is

assumed directly connected at PCC without secondary distri-

bution transformer and feeder and entirely balanced also. The

filter is as aforementioned a third-order damped type and its

detailed modelling is given in the subsequent section.

A. MODELLING OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS AND

POWER FLOW CALCULATION

This work applies the decoupled harmonic power flow

(DHPF) method for solving and computing various parame-

ters of the system and the choice of the approach is vindicated

by its simplicity of implementation and reduced computation

burden. In the DHPF method, all order harmonics are decou-

pled and power flow calculation is separately performed for

each of them instead of simultaneously. The system is firstly

solved for voltage at PCC and line current at the fundamental

frequency by applying nodal analysis at PCC in single-phase

equivalent circuit shown in figure 3. After calculating the

fundamental component of line current and voltage at PCC,

the system is similarly solved for other harmonic frequencies.

The utility grid is considered as a slack or reference bus

and hth order harmonic component of the voltage at the slack

bus is expressed as:

V̄S (h) = A (h) ∗ V̄S (1) (1)

where, A (h) is a coefficient that depends on the level of the

distortion in the background.

Impedance offered by transmission line at hth order har-

monic frequency, Z̄L (h), is expressed as follows:

Z̄L (h) = RL (h) + jXL (h) = RL (1) .
√
h+ jhXL (2)

where, RL (h) and XL (h) are the resistance and reactance of

the transmission line at hth order harmonic frequency while

RL (1) and XL (1) are the resistance and reactance at the

fundamental frequency. The resistance of transmission lines

is assumed frequency-dependent due to eddy currents and the

skin effect [44].

The linear load is modelled as a parallel combination of

a resistor and an inductor in which resistor is accountable

for active power consumption while inductor is assumed the

one consuming reactive power as also depicted in the linear

part of figure 1 and also in figure 3. If the active and reactive

power consumption of linear load are PL andQL respectively,

the representative branch elements of linear load R′
L (h) and

X ′
L (h) at hth order harmonic frequency are expressed as

follows:

R′
L (h) =

∣

∣V̄L (1)
∣

∣

2

PL
(3)

X ′
L (h) =

h
∣

∣V̄L (1)
∣

∣

2

QL
(4)

where,
∣

∣V̄L (1)
∣

∣ is the RMS of the fundamental frequency

component of voltage at PCC. The admittance of linear

load at hth order harmonic frequency, Y ′
L (h), is expressed as

follows:

Y ′
L (h) =

(

PL
∣

∣V̄L (1)
∣

∣

2
− j

QL

h
∣

∣V̄L (1)
∣

∣

2

)

(5)

The nonlinear load is modelled as a current source [45] and

if the active and reactive power consumption of the nonlinear

load is PNL and QNL respectively, then the fundamental and

hth order harmonic component of current injected by the

nonlinear load, Ī ′NL (1) and Ī ′NL (h) are expressed as follows:

Ī ′NL (1) =
(

PNL + jQNL

V̄L (1)

)∗
(6)

Ī ′NL (h) = C (h) ∗ Ī ′NL (1) (7)

where, C (h) is the ratio of hth order harmonic component

of current to the fundamental component and practically

measured by performing field test and Fourier analysis of

consumer load equipment.

The factor, Kn that defines the nonlinearity percentage or

level (NLL) in the total load is expressed as follows:

Kn =
PNL

PL + PNL
=

QNL

QL + QNL
(8)

In present work, active and reactive power consumptions of

linear as well as nonlinear load are selected on the basis of

different nonlinearity levels for analysing its impact on filter’s

performance.

Figure 2 depicts the single-phase equivalent circuit of filter

connected at PCC in figure 1 for hth order harmonic fre-

quency. It is a third-order damped filter that passes an exten-

sive range of high-frequency harmonic currents to the ground.

In this filter, a capacitor (C2) is connected in series with the

resistor (Rf). The reason for doing so is to considerably surge

the impedance of the C2 branch at the fundamental frequency

compared to the inductive impedance provided by Lf. Such

configuration will make the filter function as a single-tuned

(ST) filter at low frequencies below the tuning one and there-

fore decrease the fundamental power loss. The capacitance

value of the two capacitors can be chosen identical as well as

different also depending upon the application. The equivalent
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FIGURE 2. Single-phase equivalent circuit of third-order damped filter.

FIGURE 3. Single-phase equivalent circuit of the system under study.

net impedance of the filter circuit shown in figure 2 at hth

order harmonic frequency is expressed as:

Z̄f (h) =
αh4ω4

1

h2ω2
1(Rf C2)

2 + (h2ω2
1Lf C2 − 1)

2

+ j
βh4ω4

1 + γ h2ω2
1 − 1

hω1C1

(

h2ω2
1(Rf C2)

2 + (h2ω2
1Lf C2 − 1)

2
)

(9)

In a third-order damped filter, one parameter is introduced as

the characteristic harmonic order, hn, given as follows:

hn =
1

ω1Rf C1

where, α = Rf L
2
f C

2
2 , β = R2f C

2
2Lf C1−L2f C1C2−L2f C

2
2 , γ =

Lf C1 + 2Lf C2 −R2f C
2
2 and ′ω′

1 is the fundamental frequency

in rad/sec.

Rf: Filter resistance

Lf: Filter inductance

C1, C2: Filter capacitances

Figure 3 shows the overall single-phase equivalent circuit

of the system under study and shown in figure 1.

Applying KCL at node-PCC in the circuit shown in fig-

ure 3, eq. (10) is obtained for hth order harmonic frequency.

ĪL (h) = Īf (h) + Ī ′L (h) + Ī ′NL (h) (10)

where,

ĪL (h) =
V̄S (h) − V̄L (h)

RL (h) + jXL (h)
=

A (h) .V̄S (1) − V̄L (h)

RL (1) .
√
h+ jhXL (1)

(11)

Eq. (12) is the final eq. of the system in terms of unknown

voltage variable V̄L (h) at PCC for hth order harmonic fre-

quency. As aforementioned, eq. (12) is first solved for h = 1

i.e. at the fundamental frequency. Eq. (13) shows the eq. (12)

at the fundamental frequency. Eq. (14) shows the expression

of line current at a fundamental frequency while eq. (11)

expresses the same for hth order harmonic frequency. Thus

following the steps of section 2.1, the entire system under

study is solved.

A (h) .V̄S (1) − V̄L (h)

RL (1) .
√
h+ jhXL (1)

=
V̄L (h)

Z̄f (h)

+ V̄L (h)

(

PL

|VL (1)|2
− j

QL

h |VL (1)|2

)

+C (h)

(

PNL + jQNL

V̄L (1)

)∗
(12)

16 0
◦ − V̄L (1)

RL (1) + jXL (1)

=
V̄L (1)

Z̄f (1)
+ V̄L (1)

(

PL

|VL (1)|2
− j

QL

|VL (1)|2

)

+
(

PNL + jQNL

V̄L (1)

)∗
(13)

ĪL (1) =
16 0

◦ − V̄L (1)

RL (1) + jXL (1)
(14)

where,
∣

∣V̄L (h)
∣

∣ is the RMS of hth order harmonic component

of the voltage at PCC

Īf (h) is the hth order harmonic component of the filter

current

ĪL (h) is the hth order harmonic component of the line

current

B. FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

As aforementioned also in the introduction section,

the emphasis of the present work is on designing the third

order high pass filter for achieving the maximum objectives

usually concerned in passive filter planning. The optimization

problem is formulated as to simultaneously setting the filter

parameters as decision variables such that the multiple objec-

tives such as minimum voltage THD, minimum current TDD,

maximum PF and minimum filter cost are met all together.

Numerous optimization models of passive as well active

filters planning problemwith multiple objectives are reported

in the literature [46], [47] and the common objectives have

been voltage THD and current TDD reduction, PF improve-

ment and cost optimization etc. The detailed coverage on
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objective functions, constraints and algorithm employed for

optimization purpose is as follows:

1) OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

The objective function used in this work is composed of

four objective functions that are required to be minimized as

expressed by eq. (15):

Min OF = [OF1,OF2,OF3,OF4] (15)

The first objective function (OF1) is theminimization of TDD

in the line current as expressed by eq. (16),

OF1 = Min TDD
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

(16)

Total demand distortion (TDD) is an index used for quantify-

ing the harmonic performance of transmission cable with and

without the DGs. IEEE Std. 519 limits allowable TDD in the

system depending upon the maximum demand load current

(ImL), fault level and the kind of DG system such as dispersed

generation, utility distribution generating equipment or as a

customer [48]. TDD (%) is formulated as per eq. (17).

TDD(%) =

√

∑n
h=2

∣

∣ĪL (h)
∣

∣

2

ImL
∗ 100 (17)

The second objective function (OF2) is the minimization of

THD in voltage at PCC as expressed in eq. (18)

OF2 = Min THVD
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

(18)

Total voltage harmonic distortion is formulated as per eq. (19)

TVHD (%) =

√

∑n
h=2

∣

∣V̄L (h)
∣

∣

2

∣

∣V̄L (1)
∣

∣

∗ 100 (19)

The third objective function (OF3) is the maximization of

overall PF at PCC as expressed in eq. (20)

OF3 = Max PF
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

(20)

Though, the overall optimization is performed as a minimiza-

tion problem hence final OF3 is expressed by eq. (21).

OF3 = Min
{

1 − PF
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)}

(21)

Maximization of PF is no doubt vindicated by line loss reduc-

tion due to reduced reactive power flowing through it. Under

a distorted environment, PF is calculated from eq. (22).

PF =
∑n

h=1

∣

∣V̄L (h)
∣

∣ .
∣

∣ĪL (h)
∣

∣ . cos θh
√

∑n
h=1

∣

∣V̄L (h)
∣

∣

2
.

√

∑n
h=1

∣

∣ĪL (h)
∣

∣

2
(22)

The fourth and last objective function (OF4) is the minimiza-

tion of overall filter cost as expressed in eq. (23).

OF4 = Min FC
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

(23)

For taking the overall economic aspect of the filter into

consideration, both investment cost (IC), as well as operating

cost (OC), are considered. The investment cost is determined

by values of individual elements such as resistor, inductor and

capacitors and fundamental reactive power support capacity

of the filter [42], [49]. Whereas the operating cost depends on

fundamental real power loss incurred during the operation.

Therefore, overall FC is computed by a linear sum of each

element value, the capacity of the filter (in KVAr) and power

loss (in kW) as shown in Eq. (24).

FC=
{

K1Rf +K2Lf +K3 (C1+C2)+K4Pf
}

IC
+
(

K5Qf
)

OC

(24)

where Pf and Qf are fundamental power loss and reactive

power support respectively, K1 to K5 are cost weighting

coefficients in pu/�, pu/mH, pu/µF, pu/kW and pu/KVAr

respectively. The value of these coefficients is taken from

reference [49] and mentioned in the subsequent section of

results and discussion.

2) OPTIMIZATION CONSTRAINTS

Due to several limits on the choice of control variables in the

practical applications, the objective function is subjected to

several constraints as follows:

a: TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION

Total voltage harmonic distortion (%) at PCC is considered to

be constrained under well-known max. allowable limit of 5%

as per IEEE Std. 519 [5] without and also under the presence

of integrated distributed generation systems and expressed

as per eq. (25). IEEE Std. 519 limits allowable TDD in the

system depending upon the maximum demand load current

(ImL), fault level and the kind of DG system such as dispersed

generation, utility distribution generating equipment or as a

customer [48]. TDD (%) is assumed to be constrained as per

eq. (26).

TVHD
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

≤ 5% (25)

TDD
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

≤ 8% (26)

b: INDIVIDUAL ORDER HARMONIC DISTORTION

IEEE Std. 519 bounds the RMS of every order harmonic

component of voltage at PCC and line current in percent to

the fundamental component. Eq. (27) expresses the constraint

of individual order harmonic distortion in voltage (IHDV)

which is bound to 3% for components of all orders at an oper-

ating voltage below 69 kV. The individual order harmonic

distortion in the current (IHDC) is constrained to different

values depending on the harmonic order. Table 1 shows the

maximum allowed IHDC for harmonics of all orders as per

IEEE Std. 519. Though the even-order harmonics are allowed

to 25% of odd-order harmonics limits according to IEEE Std.

519 and the same criteria are considered in this work yet the

logic behind the idea of 25% is still vague and the authors of

this paper believe that allowable limits on even and odd-order

harmonics should be identical because of negligible energy

and hence PQ issues associated with them.

%IHDV
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

=

(
∣

∣V̄L (h)
∣

∣

∣

∣V̄L (1)
∣

∣

)

h>1

≤ 3% (27)
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TABLE 1. Maximum permissible IHDC as per ieee std. 519.

%IHDC
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

=

(
∣

∣ĪL (h)
∣

∣

∣

∣ĪL (1)
∣

∣

)

h>1

≤ IHDCmax

(28)

c: POWER FACTOR

Power factor at the PCC is subjected to following nonlinear

inequality constraint. PF is computed from Eq. (22) and the

criteria are selected as per ref. [12], [19], [43]:

0.9 ≤ PF
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

≤ 1.0 (29)

d: LINE LOADING CAPABILITY

An index called harmonic de-rating factor is used for

quantifying the overloading of transmission line in the har-

monic distorted environment and the same is formulated and

constrained by eq. (30) [50].

%HDF
(

Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2

)

=
1

√

1 +
∑n

h=2

(

RL (h)
RL (1)

) ( |ĪL (h)|
|ĪL (1)|

)2

∗ 100
≤ 100 (30)

e: BUS VOLTAGE LIMITS

Entirely during the optimization overall RMS of voltage at

PCC is bound to sustain under the lower limit of 0.95 pu and

upper limit of 1.05 pu. Overall RMS of voltage is computed

and constrained as per eq. (31).

0.95 ≤ VL (rms) =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

h=1

∣

∣V̄L (h)
∣

∣

2 ≤ 1.05 (31)

f: FILTER DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

Equations (32) and (33) facts out two constraints; the first one

is the lowest boundary of C2, and the second one is the range

of the damping resistance Rf , its minimum value is given as
(

2Lf
/

C1

)0.5
, and the inverse relationship between Rf and C2

as the minimum value of Rf occurs at the maximum value

ofC2, atC2 = C1 [51]. The chief requirement of the auxiliary

capacitor in the third-order damped filter is to lessen the filter

loss at the fundamental frequency. It is, consequently, reason-

able to employ loss minimization to establish the constraint

specified by (32) [52]. Damping constant ratio m is defined

and constrained as per equation (34).

C1Lf

R2f C1 − Lf
≤ C2 ≤ C1 (32)

Rf ≥

√

2Lf

C1
(33)

m =
Lf

R2f C1

≤ 1 (34)

g: DECISION VARIABLE CONSTRAINTS

The five decision variables in the optimization process are

manipulated as always constrained to exist between particular

bounds as follows:

0.0 ≤ Rf ≤ 10.0 (35)

0.0 ≤ Lf ≤ 10.0 (36)

0.0 ≤ (C1,C2) ≤ 200.0 (37)

3) FIREFLY ALGORITHM BASED SOLUTION OF

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

For solving the formulated multi-objective optimization

problem, firefly algorithm is applied in this work. FA is a

metaheuristic and swarms intelligence based optimization

approach that works on the concept of flashing behaviour of

fireflies [53]. Though the FA has many likenesses with other

nature-inspired algorithms yet according to the literature FA

attains the capability of outperformingmany other commonly

used algorithms for example PSO and GA and the same has

been validated by the statistical performance of FA in solv-

ing an optimization problem using standard stochastic test

functions in several areas [54]. The basic reason lies in using

real random numbers and global communication among the

fireflies. Authors in [55] validated by numerous test func-

tions that PSO repeatedly outperforms traditional algorithms

like genetic algorithms in finding the global optima while

the FA is superior to both PSO and GA in terms of both

efficiency and success rate. Metaheuristic algorithms such as

PSO andGAhave found their extensive application in solving

optimization problems governing the planning of distributed

generation [56], passive filters and many more power qual-

ity enhancement devices nevertheless references [57]–[59]

have reported the optimization efficiency of FA being rather

superior than GA and PSO in single-objective problems of

DG planning. Owing to the success achieved by the FA in

several other engineering applications, their extension to the

multi-objective context of power system planning with mak-

ing good trade-offs among the objectives is quite desirable.

FA is based on the formula of light intensity I that drops with

the surge in the square of the distance r2. The phenomena

of decrement in light intensity due to its weakening by light

absorption with increase in distance from light source is

related with the mixed objective function to be minimized.

FA implementation is inspired from three basic characteris-

tics of fireflies as follows:
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• All fireflies are unisex, and they will move towards more

attractive and brighter ones regardless of their sex.

• Attractiveness is proportional to their brightness, thus

for any two flashing fireflies, the less bright one will

move towards the brighter one.

• The light intensity of a firefly is affected or determined

by the landscape of the fitness function.

Each of the fireflies has its distinctive attractiveness β

which infers towards how powerfully it attracts other fireflies

of the swarm population. Since the firefly attractiveness,

a monotonically decreasing function of the distance rj =
d(xi, xj) should be considered for the selected firefly j, that

is the following exponential function:

β = β0e
−γ rj (38)

where, β0 and γ are two pre-specified parameters of

algorithm i.e. maximum attractiveness value and absorption

coefficient, respectively. Moreover, every particle of the pop-

ulation is characterized by its light intensity Ii which can be

directly expressed as an inverse of a fitness function f (xi).

Thus moving at a specified time step t of a firefly i toward a

better firefly j is defined as:

x ti = x t−1
i + β

(

x t−1
j − x t−1

i

)

+ α

(

rand −
1

2

)

(39)

where the term β

(

x t−1
j − x t−1

i

)

adds the factor of attractive-

ness, β, while the term α

(

rand − 1
2

)

which is controlled by

the parameter α, is accountable for adding certain random-

ness in the path followed by the firefly, and rand is a random

number between 0 and 1.

In amulti-objective optimization problem, the total number

of OFs to be minimized are somewhat larger and all are

intended to be minimized simultaneously. However, owing

to the conflicts among the objectives, expecting the simul-

taneous minimization of all become quixotic. One possible

of handling the multiple objectives is to form a combina-

torial objective function by the linear weighted sum of all

sub-objective functions. Nevertheless, that practice generally

leads to an imbalance among the OFs and therefore get

trapped in the local optimum. For dealing with such multi-

objective problems it is always better to consider Pareto

optimality. By considering the aforementioned basic idea of

FA the pseudo-code of multi-objective FA can be framed as

depicted in table 2 [60].

Initially, all the objective functions are defined approxi-

mately along with the associated constraints and the vector of

search variables. Afterwards, the entire population of fireflies

is initiated and made to get uniformly distributed among the

search space where sampling techniques plays a crucial role.

Now the iteration starts and brightness of fireflies or values

of OFs are assessed and pairwise comparison is made. At that

time, an arbitrary weight vector is produced (with the sum

equal to 1), so that the overall best of each of the fireflies gt∗
can be guessed. The non-dominated solutions are then passed

onto the next iteration. After executing the entire iterations all

TABLE 2. Pseudo Code: multi-objective firefly algorithm (MOFA).

non-dominated solution points (equal to the total population

considered) are used to estimate the true Pareto front.

So as to do random walks rather competently, the current

best gt∗ which minimizes a combinatorial objective can be

found via the weighted sum as expressed in eq. (40). Where

wk is a random number, generated in each iteration according

to the uniform distribution. The best value of 9 (x) for each

iteration is called gt∗.

9 (x) =
K
∑

k=1

wk fk ,

K
∑

k=1

wk = 1 (40)

In case of one firefly dominating another, eq. (41) is applied

to the moving fireflies. If a firefly is not dominated by others,

the firefly is moved:

x t+1
i = x ti + gt∗αt (41)

In eq. (41) gt∗ denotes to the best solution obtained for a

particular set of random weights. The randomness parameter

αt is reduced for each iteration as αt = α00.9
t where α0 is

the initial random parameter.

For multi-objective minimization problems, a solution vec-

tor u = (u1, . . . . . . .., un)
T is called dominating another

vector v = (v1, . . . . . . .., vn)
T if and only if ui ≤ vi for

∀i ∈ {1, . . . ., n and ∃i ∈ {1, . . . ., n} : ui ≤ vi. It can be

simply said that at least one element of u should be smaller

than v.

The computational complexity, involved for evolving a

single generation of the population, is O(non
2
p), where no

is the number of objectives and np is the population size.
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FIGURE 4. The overall flowchart of the proposed passive filter design approach by pb-MOFA.

However, for computing the aggregate complexity of the

proposed pb-MOFA algorithm, it is mandatory to know both

the complexity for each generation and the number of gen-

erations. Hence we can say that the actual complexity is

O(ngnon
2
p), where ngis the number of generations. According

to the stopping criteria involved, ng can have any complexity

from constant to the upper bound.

Figure 4 depicts the overall flowchart of the proposed pas-

sive filter design approach by pb-MOFA. The procedure starts

with an initial performance assessment of the distribution

system under consideration. After reading the entire technical

configuration, the initial performance of the uncompensated

system is first evaluated by applying the DHPF at the can-

didate bus. Moreover, after performing the initial assessment

it must be analysed whether the performance of the system

under consideration comply with IEEE standard 519 for dis-

tortion in PCC voltage and line current or not. Normally the

systems under deliberation need initial assessment owing to

the severe distortions in voltage as well as the current which

is further present due to high nonlinearity level present in the

load. Violation of harmonic tolerances specified by the inter-

national standards automatically makes distribution network

buses qualified for the auxiliary compensators. Subsequent to

the initial performance assessment the main role of the pro-

posed approach comes in. Irrespective of the performance of

the system before the compensation, the filter is incorporated

into the DHPF of the system. The total number of objectives

as well as decision variables are four as also specified in

the previous section. The whole population of fireflies is

uniformly initialised with filter parameters. The envisioned

OFs and constraints are evaluated by running the DHPF for

each FF. Penalties are equally applied to each of the computed

OFs for the constraint violations. The brightness of FFs is

compared (criterion of dominance) for gathering the non-

dominated FFs. At each iteration, the new position of a FF

is compared with its current personal best gt∗. In case both are
reciprocally non-dominated, random selection is taken. At the

end of each iteration, all the non-dominated points correspond

to the Pareto front. The optimization process is repeated mul-

tiple times with a large number of firefly population as well as

iterations in each cycle so that a large number of Pareto front,

corresponding to multiple OFs, can be collected. All the non-

dominated individuals are represented in the 2-axis planes

and trade-offs among the planned objectives are analysed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present section firstly declares all the required numerical

data of the system to be considered and also shown in figure 1.

Following the same, initial DHPF is performed on the system

so as to identify the background performance of the system
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TABLE 3. Harmonic contents of nonlinear load’s current as a percentage of its fundamental current.

TABLE 4. The spectrum of considered background voltage distortion.

and thereby deciding the requisite of applying passive filter

compensation. Secondly, the filter is designed by the pro-

posed methodology for meeting the required multi-objectives

in the system.

Referring to figure 1, utility gird is assumed operating at

three balance voltage of 11 kV at the fundamental frequency

i.e.
∣

∣V̄S (1)
∣

∣. Distribution line is assumed fully transposed

and overall resistance and reactance of the same, at the

fundamental frequency, i.e. RL (1) and XL (1) are 0.455 �

and 1.165 � respectively. Voltage and current ratings of the

distribution line are 11 kV and 525 A respectively. The base

voltage of 11 kV and base MVA of 10 MVA is used for

transforming all the quantities into their respective per unit.

Maximum demand load current (ImL) is calculatedly selected

identical to the rated current carrying capacity of the line. The

nonlinear load is SMPS type which injects all the odd-order

harmonics into the system parting the usual exclusion of

triplen harmonics [61], [62]. The harmonic spectrum of the

nonlinear load is depicted in table 3. Only magnitude column

is present and angle column is skipped in both table 3 owing to

the angle is zero for each harmonic frequency. The maximum

allowable limit in individual order harmonic distortion in both

current and voltage is opted as per the IEEE Std. 519 [5]

and previously mentioned in table 1 and eq. (27). The same

Std. restricts the acceptable limits of TDD and TVHD at 8%

and 5% respectively. Harmonics up to 49th order are consid-

ered for analysis purpose. Total active power consumption

by the hybrid load is 7.2 MW while total reactive power

consumption is 3.8 MVAr and the total value of both is kept

constant in each scenario. NLL is considered 40% which

means active and reactive power consumption by the linear

TABLE 5. Background performance of the distribution system without
compensation.

load are 4.32 MW and 2.28 MVAR respectively and active

and reactive power consumption by the nonlinear load are

2.88MWand 1.52MVAR respectively. The presence of BVD

is initially neglected and considered in extended analysis. The

percentage BVD of 4.25% is initially considered in analysis.

The spectrum of considered background voltage distortion is

shown in table 4.

After running the DHPF in the distribution system without

filter compensation, the background level of performance

indices is obtained as shown in table 5. Performance in terms

of individual order harmonic distortion, present in PCC volt-

age and line current, is represented by the radar chart depicted

in figure 5. Figure 5 contains only odd-order harmonics since

even order harmonics are absent owing to their absence in the

load spectrum as well as background. A bird’s eye view of

system parameters depicted in table 5, in addition to figure 5,

suggests that individual order harmonic distortion, in both

current and voltage, is under the maximum tolerable limit

stated by IEEE Std. 519 while TVHD exceeds the threshold
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FIGURE 5. (a-b). The radar charts of IHDV and IHDC before compensation.

value stated by IEEE Std. 519 and 1547 respectively in case

of with and without DG due to the high level of nonlinearity

present in hybrid load. IEEE Std. 1547 suggests that THD of

the voltage at the PCC should be below 2.5% for allowing

the integration of distributed energy resources and the pur-

pose behind mandating such criterion is to ensure high har-

monic constrained HC of the network to be integrated with.

Moreover, PF is below the lower threshold value of 0.9 and as

a result of the same voltage, the profile is also below 0.95 per-

unit. Thus the performance parameters the system without

compensation makes it evident that the system does qualify

for the need of applying passive filter compensation.

Now it goes obvious that the state of all four objectives

(OF1- OF4) is miserable in the uncompensated system and

impact of the same can be seen on other indices such as

voltage profile and transmission losses also because the both

improves as the technical and economic benefit of passive

filter compensation. For the harmonic distortion reduction

and PF improvement in the uncompensated system, high

pass filter is designed by the proposed approach keeping the

economic consideration of the filter inline simultaneously.

The decision variable is defined as x = (Rf ,Lf ,C1,C2)
T .

The total population of fireflies i.e. ‘n’ is selected as 30. Total

300 points are generated in Pareto front by running the pro-

gram 10 times with different, random initial configurations in

each run but with the same number of iterations t = 2, 500.

The fixed MOFA parameters are chosen as: α0 = 0.25,

β0 = 1, γ = 1. Table 6 shows the control parameter of

other three algorithms those are employed for comparative

analysis. The proposed algorithm is executed 10 times using

MATLAB R2016b. The finally obtained 300 non-dominated

individuals are plotted in different 2-axis planes as shown

in figure 6. Total 4 plots are obtained by suitable commu-

tation in four OFs to demonstrate the trade-offs among the

formulated OFs as well as the actual performance parameters.

Each of the planes demonstrates profound optimal design

relationships among the objective functions.

Figure 6(a) portrays the Pareto front in the plane of

(OF1 – OF2) or alternatively portrays the Pareto front of the

same in the plane of (TDD – TVHD). According to figure 6(a),

low voltage harmonic distortion at the PCC corresponds to

low demand distortion in the distribution line while high volt-

age harmonic distortion at the PCC results in high harmonic

current in the distribution line. Figure 6(b) depicts the non-

dominated individuals in the plane of (TDD – FC). An almost

linear inverse relationship between TDD and the filter cost

solution points can be observed in (3.45 < TDD < 6.8) and

(315 < FC < 550). It can be concluded that low demand

distortion in the distribution line results in the high total cost

of the filter while saving in the cost of the filter compromises

the power quality in the distribution line. The Pareto front

in the plane of (TVHD – FC) and (PF – FC) are shown

in figure 6(c) and 6(d) respectively which further indicates

that a low-total investment cost corresponds to high voltage-

THD. A high total investment cost seems to deliver supe-

rior reactive power compensation and harmonic suppression.

The trade-off between the two objectives seems rather vague

especially in the plane of (PF – FC) but the same can be

clearly seen in Pareto front of 2-objective optimization and

has been verified by the authors. Figure 6(e) shows the

non-dominated individuals in the plane of (PF –FC) obtained

by the 2-objective optimization process. It can be seen that

figure 6(e) shows a clear trade-off between PF and FC.
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FIGURE 6. (a-e). Final non-dominated solutions obtained by the proposed approach.
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TABLE 6. Control parameters of other algorithms.

The careful analysis of figure 6(d) shows that the Pareto

fronts of figure 6(e) can be seen in this figure and similarly

it can be seen for all other planes but all the planes are not

included here for the sake of article length. In a generalized

way, it can be concluded that the results of 4-objective opti-

mization comprise the Pareto fronts of 2-objective optimiza-

tion and offer, consequently, more optimal selections to the

filter designer.

The obtained Pareto optimal sets reveal also some thought-

provoking attributes in terms of design variables. Three dif-

ferent parts can be observed. Some of the objectives are

uniformly distributed in all the planes. PF and FC have two

parts. One part which is highly populated with corresponding

values, 0.993 < PF < 0.998, 314 < FC < 375. The

corresponding values of objectives for the second part, which

is uniformly distributed, can be given as, 0.905 < PF <

0.986, 345 < FC < 765. Such facts can be very vital to the

filter designer to shift from one optimal solution to another for

accomplishing various trade-off necessities of the objectives.

Pareto front obtained by Monte Carlo method is shown

in figure 7(a-d). The accuracy and efficiency of the proposed

approach, in solving the concerned MOO problem, is val-

idated by comparing three computed performance indices

viz. convergence metric, generational distance and diversity

metric and the obtained solutionwith those obtained from two

popular multi-objective algorithms namely pb-MOPSO [37],

[38], NSGA-II [39] and MOSMA [40]. The Pareto front

acquired from Monte Carlo method is approximately consid-

ered as the true Pareto front. The definitions of these three

performance measures are as follows:

CM and GD measure the distance between the obtained

non-dominated front (ONDF ) and the Pareto-optimal solu-

tions (PPos) by using the following equations [63], [64]:

CM =
∑|ONDF |

i=1 di

|ONDF |
(42)

GD =

√

∑|ONDF |
i=1 d2i

|ONDF |
(43)

where di is the Euclidean distance between the solution i ∈
ONDF and the nearest number of PPos.

DM measures the extent of spread achieved among the

non-dominated solutions with the following expression [65]:

DM =
df + dl +

∑|ONDF |−1
i=1

∣

∣di + d̄
∣

∣

df + dl + (|ONDF | − 1) d̄
(44)

where di is the Euclidean distance between consecutive solu-

tions in the ONDF , and d̄ is the average of these distances.

The parameters df and dl represent the Euclidean distance

between the extreme solutions of the PPos and the boundary

solutions of the ONDF .

The smaller these performance measures are, the closer

the non-dominated solutions are to the TPF. Table 7 shows

the comparison of CM, GD and DM of the proposed

approach with that of pb-MOPSO, NSGA-II and MOSMA.

Table 7 makes it evident that the proposed pb-MOFA based

approach provides rather more accurate results than those

obtained from PSO, GA and slime mould based approach in

terms of GD and DM while MOSMA gives most accurate

results in term of CM.

A solution of the proposed method is selected and com-

pared with those obtained by pb-MOPSO, NSGA-II and

MOSMA to validate the efficiency of pb-MOFA, in solving

the concerned MOO problem.

Table 8 shows the selected solution obtained by the pro-

posed approach versus the solutions obtained by the other two

approaches. Table 8 includes also the filter design parame-

ters obtained from the decision vector corresponding to the

selected solution out of the total non-dominated set of indi-

viduals. Power factor improvement up to 0.9723 is achieved

by the proposed approach after trade-off with the total fil-

ter cost. While the same is limited to 0.9512, 0.9711 and
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TABLE 7. Comparisons USIING convergence metric, generational distance and diversity metric.

FIGURE 7. (a-d). Pareto front obtained by Monte Carlo method.

0.9568 after simulation with pb-MOPSO, NSGA-II and

MOSMA. NSGA-II performs rather better than pb-MOPSO

and MOSMA in this regard. The economic benefit of PF

improvement can be perceived from transmission losses

reducing from 293.81 kW to 213.24 kW. Voltage profile at

the PCC is also lying between the lower and upper limit

of 0.95 pu and 1.05 pu respectively after the compensation.

Though the voltage profile in case of the proposed approach

lies much closer to 1 pu yet pb-MOPSO performs marginally

better from that aspect and followed by MOSMA. However,

the comparison of voltage is little quixotic when the same is

not incorporated in the optimization process.

Performance of the system from harmonic distortion aspect

can be realised from TVHD as well as TDD as the two indices
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TABLE 8. Results of the proposed MOFA based approach versus others.

are under the threshold limit specified by IEEE Std. 519 for

all four simulated cases. Moreover, the optimization perfor-

mance of the proposed MOFA based approach is slightly

better than those of pb-MOPSO, NSGA-II and MOSMA.

Though pb-MOPSO performs slightly better than NSGA-II

and MOSMA in this regard.

The radar charts of IHDV and IHDC are depicted in

figure 8. It comprises the same for the proposed one only

since there exists an only negligible deviation from the

pb-MOPSO, NSGA-II and MOSMA in IHDV and IHDC.

In figure 8 only odd-order harmonics are analysed since the

same being most detrimental particularly when the nonlin-

ear load spectrum contains only odd-order harmonics in the

mainstream [68]. The ampacity of the distribution line is also

under the permissible limit with the proposed approach with

HDF of 99.58%. The total filter cost incurred, for embroiling

the rest three objectives into the system, is alsominimumwith

559.87 units.

The harmonic filtering performance of the designed filter

is assessed by a harmonic attenuation factor. Figure 9 depicts

the harmonic attenuation factor and impedance magni-

tude versus harmonic order for the selected solution. It is

observable that there doesn’t exist any points with infi-

nite impedances (resonance points) over the entire range

of frequencies. Additionally, there are no harmonic cur-

rents at the critical point. There is no chance of occur-

rence of resonance throughout the functioning of the filter

since all the harmonic currents are attenuated to very small

values.

A. ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACTS OF BVD AND LOAD-SIDE’S

NLL ON THE FILTER’S PERFORMANCE

For analysing the impact of BVD and load-side’s NLL on

the performance of the filter, the system is simulated under

(BVD = 1%, NLL = 40%) and (BVD = 4.25%, NLL =
15%). Only odd-order harmonics are considered present in

the background since the same is most likely. The interna-

tional Std., recommends the acceptable limit of BVD is 5%,

however practically, such as in many rural oil and gas pump-

ing locations across the US and Canada, it is not exceptional

to have more than 5% BVD at the PCC [69]. Moreover,

the background voltage at the PCC cannot be controlled as

it is virtually not possible to identify what is causing the

harmonic voltage distortion. Firstly, while considering the

variation of load-side’s nonlinearity BVD assumed almost

negligible (BVD = 1%) and secondly while taking BVD

into consideration (BVD = 4.25%) load is assumed closer

to linear (Kn = 15%). Since in the base system, both high

nonlinearity level and BVD are considered simultaneously.

Table 9 shows the system performance under (BVD = 1%,

NLL = 40%) and (BVD = 4.25%, NLL = 15%).

Table 9 shows that, from (BVD = 1%, NLL = 40%)

to (BVD = 4.25%, NLL = 40%), TDD drops from 4.84%

to 4.63% while TVHD drops from 3.25% to 3.05%. The

same variation in BVD also results in a drop of filter cost

from 601.36 units to 559.87 units. From (BVD = 4.25%,

NLL = 15%) to (BVD = 4.25%, NLL = 40%), TDD hikes

from 2.96% to 4.63% while TVHD hikes from 1.92% to

3.05%. The same level of variation in NLL also results in
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FIGURE 8. (a-b). The radar charts of IHDV and IHDC after compensation.

an increase in filter cost from 371.74 units to 559.87 units.

It can be observed that a hike of 3.25% in BVD level results

in a partial drop of total filter cost incurred while 25% hike

in NLL results in a substantial hike of the same. It is also

realized that a hike of 3.25% in BVD level results in partial

enhancement of harmonic performance of the system at PCC
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FIGURE 9. Harmonic attenuation factor and impedance magnitude versus harmonic order for the selected solution.

TABLE 9. Results of the proposed approach under two cases.

while 25% hike in NLL results in substantial deterioration of

the same. The background level at the PCC can be the basis

of a significant relationship between the amount of energy

that can be generated and the limit for practical purposes and

one cannot straightforwardly estimate the DG interconnec-

tion limits of a particular system without collecting specific
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data on such distortion. Hence, it can be inferred that the

presence of background distortion is appreciable from the

economic aspect of the filter while the load-side’s NLL can

be detrimental. From the harmonics mitigation performance

perspective, the presence of BVD is still constructive while

the load-side’s NLL causes a negative impact on the same.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper, the optimal passive filter design problem is han-

dled as a multi-objective optimization problem under several

constraints of system’s performance indices such as harmonic

distortion in the line current and PCC’s voltage, load power

factor, distribution line’s ampacity, steady-state voltage pro-

file and a few associated with the filter itself. The optimiza-

tion problem is formulated as simultaneously determining

the accurate design parameters of a third-order damped fil-

ter at which PF of the system is maximum while system’s

other indices such as TDD, TVHD and total FC incurred

are minimum by obtaining a best traded-off solution for the

system. The multi-objective Pareto-based firefly algorithm

has been employed for solving the concerned MOO problem

and efficiency aswell as the accuracy of pb-MOFA, in solving

the concerned MOO problem, is validated by comparing the

obtained solution and three computed PIs namely conver-

gence metric, generational distance and diversity metric with

those obtained by pb-MOPSO, NSGA-II and MOSMA. The

extension of MOFA is considered for producing the Pareto

optimal front and the trade-offs among the planned objectives

are also analysed by plotting the Pareto optimal fronts on dif-

ferent 2-axis planes. One of the important conclusions drawn

from the Pareto fronts is that high filter cost incurs for achiev-

ing the high harmonic mitigation and reactive power com-

pensation in the distribution system. The simulation results

obtained under various NLL and BVD levels, considered

separately infers that the existence of background distortion is

advantageous from the economic aspect of the filter while the

load-side’s NLL can be unfavourable. From the harmonics

mitigation performance viewpoint, the presence of BVD is

still constructive while the load-side’s NLL causes a negative

impact on the same.

Since the optimization problem under study is the

well-known optimal filter designing problem, therefore,

the performance of other metaheuristic optimization algo-

rithms also need to be assessed in this regard in future work.

Also, the passive filtering techniques undergo issues in some

circumstances such as a change in feeder’s impedance and

loading level variations. Additionally, it has been proved from

the simulation results that the filter’s performance is highly

dependent on the NLL and BVD levels. Hence there arises

the future’s need of investigating the active filter solutions for

harmonics as well as reactive power compensation and com-

paring the performance of the two in terms of TDD, TVHD,

PF and cost incurred under different NLL and BVD levels

because both purely active filter and passive filter supported

with small active part (i.e. hybrid active power filter) provide

seamless mitigation under high harmonic distortion levels.
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